Questionable Lessons
This week, our short list focuses on education in and out of the classroom and raises questions about
the quality of those lessons. A combination of six print and manuscript works, these pieces consider
the explicit and implicit messages teachers and parents convey to children.
Peruse, and reach out if there is something that is a complement to your collection – we are always
happy to work on terms that fit libraries’ fiscal year needs, and are particularly flexible on invoicing
and shipping given the closures affecting some acquisitions departments. In the event that you have
specific collecting goals and would like to discuss them with us, we invite you to reach out via phone
or email Tuesday-Saturday when our liaison to institutional clientele is on site.
All items subject to prior purchase.
Descriptions of all items are abbreviated. For full descriptions and images, or to access our full
inventory, please visit WhitmoreRareBooks.com.
For inquiries and orders, please contact Miranda directly:
miranda@whitmorerarebooks.com or 626-714-7720

121 E. Union St. Pasadena, CA 91103. 626-714-7720

Surreptitiously activist poetry for children
1. [Craik, Dinah Mulock] The Author of John Halifax.
Children's Poetry.
London: Macmillan, 1881. First edition. Finely bound by J &
JP Edmond & Spark of Aberdeen for S. Drostane's College.
Full calf with gilt to spine and college crest in gilt to front
board. All edges and endpapers marbled. Small bump to
crown of spine; occasional light foxing largely confined to
margins. Presentation inscription to front blank: "S.
Drostane's College. John Patrick Cash, Prize for Writing -Third Form. Midsummer 1887. Presented by Major Cash,
Strathpeffer." A charming copy of this scarce book of poetry
by a leading women's activist, it is the only first edition on the
market and is held by only 10 institutions in the U.S. according
to OCLC.
A surreptitiously activist selection of poems designed for
children by activist Dinah Mulock Craik. "Although she had
the training to become a governess, she turned to writing as a
profession. Her earliest work was in genres that could be
quickly written and sold...consolidating Dinah Mulock's
reputation as a popular writer who delineated complex
emotional states with unusual power and understanding" (ODNB).
Here, she draws on her educational background to present juvenile readers with a mixture of fanciful poems,
throughout which she interweaves work on social justice. On the surface, the presence of titles like Violets,
Young Dandelion, and The Midsummer Fairy suggest that the collection will be a run-of-the-mill batch of lyrics
for the young. Every so often, however, a poem will jar the reader by bringing up serious subjects. The Young
Governess, for example, draws attention to how family poverty can force young girls -- still children themselves
-- into the workforce. "I mean to be a governess And earn my daily bread; For we have many mouths to feed - And oh! They must be fed...Though I am but just fourteen, I'm big and stout and tall, And I can learn my
lessons best, They say among us all." Other poems, like Our Black Brother on Board an English Ship, push
children to see the injustices of racism and slavery, to find human commonality, and even to question the
methods by which they're taught to assume superiority. "Bring him forward, to the light, Our black brother -Knock his chains off, horrid sight!...His poor mother Thought him as he walked or ran, All that's beautiful in
man." A scarce and important piece of educational activism, presented as a prize in a Scottish schoolroom.
(3025) $1,200

A personal narrative of intra-familial class difference, marital strife, female communities, and their impact on a young woman's life
2. Middaugh, Julia Edmunds.
A young woman candidly narrates her family's history, taking
control of her own origin story in the face of loss and
instability.
[Michigan]: [1913]. Pebbled cloth ledger measuring 8 x 10
inches, with boards rubbed and spine largely perished. Two
contemporary black and white photos loosely inserted at rear
with subjects unidentified. Comprised of a total of 200
manuscript pages in two hands -- 11 pages in the hand of Elijah
W. Middaugh and the remaining 189 pages in the hand of his
daughter, Julia Edmunds Middaugh. Both leave their
ownership inscriptions on the front endpaper, with the latter
notating that her writing picks up in 1913. A candid, poetic,
and at times heartbreaking family history, the present
manuscript reveals a young woman grappling with her place in
the world, and seeking to create a sense of order in her own
life by understanding and exerting narrative control over the
unstable relationship of her parents.
Elijah, affectionately called "Lege" by Julia later in the notebook, was born into privilege as the son of a prominent
Gross Pointe family. Disappointing the hopes of his own father, a businessman, he did not take to the workforce
with aplomb. He struggled to maintain himself by selling travel stories and reports to the Detroit Free Press and was
fiscally irresponsible. Initially, his marriage to the working class widow Juddie Palmer Kelso, seemed promising. The
owner of a shop, she seemed to provide the industriousness Elijah lacked. According to Julia, "the first years of their
lives were the happiest." She and her brother were born, and her parents "bought a King 8 car and went traveling."
Indeed, this King 8 features prominently in Elijah's opening narrative, wherein he records "My trip in a King Auto
from Michigan to San Francisco." From its opening, one gleans that Julia's later story is a mixture of fact and father
worship. Lege scorns travelers who do not get swept up in the romance of the road, focusing instead on practicalities,
people"who would ask how fast we could travel, how much it cost per mile." Of course, the trip cost the family
greatly. He reports breakdowns and flat tires; and when his radiator fails, he opts to buy a new car rather than wait
for a replacement part. What's more, Julia's version of the story includes a jarring fact: "It was while we were away
on a trip to California that the house burned down. When [my parents] drove up to the lake that night, cold and
hungry and eager for home, Lege turned the car up the lane and there in the blaze of the headlights stood the gray
chimney, the only remains of the life that had been."
Julia's narrative contains multiple such harrowing incidents. And while she at times praises her mother (at one point,
she says Juddie has "more enterprise and natural courage (commonly called guts) than any woman I know") she sees
Juddie's lower class background as the root of her parents' problems. Her father, meanwhile, gets a hero's arc. He
failed in business because "he was cut out to be a poet" rather than a captain of industry -- and it was a mark of his
own superiority. Notably, it is the female communities Julia encounters in life that provide stability. She recounts
that after the house fire, her aunt Clara takes the family into her Gross Pointe home. After the divorce, when she
discovers "mother and two dirty little kids with a forlorn story, she said at once, Juddie, you'll have to come out with
me." It is Clara and her mother who give the young woman space to process her family pains and reflect on how
they shape her selfhood.
It is a unique, densely written, and research rich piece deserving of study. In addition to providing opportunities for
research in genealogy, early automobile road travel, divorce and custody including the impact on children and
women's finances, female communities and women-run businesses, class conflict in marriage, courtship, and
historical narrative studies (both fiction and non-fiction performances). (3478) $1,950

A young girl's copybook reveals the politics of the adults around her
3. Plegge, Hattie.
Composition Copy Book of a Young Girl, including poetry from suffragist
Frances Willard and from Oliver Wendell Holmes.
N.P.: c. 1898. Brown paper bound composition book comprised of 43 manuscript
pages and 6 original crayon drawings by a young girl. First page excised.
Ownership stamp of Hattie Plegge used on sheets toward the center of the book;
teacher's signature Miss Sewell on nearby middle page. A fascinating and researchrich notebook, in which a young girl practiced her hand in ink and pencil by
copying out popular song lyrics, folk ballads, and poetry.
While the composition book of Hattie Plegge contains no overt indication of the
girl's geographical location, there are signs within her work that point toward the
North. Poetry about General Grant and Abraham Lincoln, as well as an original
crayon drawing of an eagle marked "Union Forever" suggest that her community
belonged to the Union during the Civil War. Additionally, though she
writes no date, school year, or age in the book, her cursive and her
drawings suggest that she was under the age of 12 at the time of
composition. As she strives to mature her hand, Hattie selects a
fascinating array of works to copy out with care; and they provide
valuable information about the types of music and poetry that were
available to an elementary school girl. Some of the selections come
from folk songs, such as Billy Boy (listed in the Roud Folk Song
Index). Others were more widely popular tunes of the time, including
In the Gloaming (1877), On the Banks of the Wabash (1897) and I
Guess I'll Have to Telegraph my Baby (1898). Mixed with these are
also longer poems. Though Alice Cary's Suppose is listed as a
recommended copybook text in Ballads for Little Folk (1874), others
take a more adult, political leaning, as is the case with suffragist Frances
Willard's work Grant is Dead (copied out twice, the second being more
careful) and Oliver Wendell Holmes' Old Ironsides. Whether the poetic works were provided by a teacher,
suggested by a parent, or chosen by Hattie herself, that give a glimpse into the social influences surrounding
her. As a reminder that she is, in fact, a child, there are 6 simple crayon drawings interspersed throughout,
including a Union eagle, a donkey, and what appears to be a schoolgirl in a cape.
A rich historical document with research possibilities including but not limited to paleography, geography and
politics in the post-Civil War era, the history of education, the transmission of folk songs and folk tales, the
history of music, literature and poetry, and gender studies.
Roud Folk Song Index 326. Ballads for Little Folk 47. (2508)

$1,075

Drawing on her experience as governess to elite young women, Rowden creates an
elementary volume that excludes women authors
4. Rowden, Frances Arabella.
A Biographical Sketch of the Most Distinguished Writers of Ancient
and Modern Times. Intended for the Use of Schools and private
Education.
London: Longman & Co, 1820. First edition. Contemporary half
roan over marbled boards. Extremities rubbed and joints cracking
but holding firm. Light scattered foxing to preliminary and terminal
contents, with majority of textblock unmarked and clean. Faint
ownership signature in pencil of Miss Fartham to front endpaper.
Early pen corrections to pages 35, 81, 149, 166. Measuring
approximately 110 x 180mm and collating [10], xiv, 180: complete,
including engraved frontis, title, note to parents, dedication, and
subscribers. A scarce little volume designed to assist in girls'
educations, OCLC records 6 copies (1 of those in the US); and the
present is the only copy on the market.
This slender volume was designed for the use of schools and
governesses, and Rowden drew on her own experiences educating
girls in both spaces. The daughter of an educated clergyman, she
served as the governess to the family of Lord Bessborough, was the
private tutor to Mary Russell Mitford, and taught at St. Quintan's School where her students included Lady
Caroline Lamb and Letitia Elizabeth Landon (later known as the poet L.E.L.). An insert to this text addresses
"To the Parents and Guardians" announces further that "Mrs. Rowden has formed an establishment in Paris,
where the elegant accomplishments are combined with every useful attainment."
A Biographical Sketch provided "young scholars," in compact form, "with a general idea of the rise and progress
of classical learning, and the connexion between ancient and modern literature." Knowing the past is the key
to understanding the present and shaping the future; and so Rowden urges her young readers to familiarize
themselves seriously with books across those boundaries. Short biographies are arranged in sections ancient
and modern, and within those sections by nation (Greece and Rome; England, France, Germany, Spain and
Portugal). Following the biographies, Rowden provides a Reflection on how the writers' works tie together
thematically, or how the authors have influenced each other. Progressive in some senses -- particularly the
inclusion of non-English literatures -- Rowden's compilation reflects a conservatism necessary to court the type
of subscribers and clients she needs. To this end, classical, English, and French works are praised above all
others for their level of advanced skill, while authors from countries like Spain are described as "little known
across Europe." Additionally, despite educating girls and including a majority of women among her subscribers,
not a single female writer appears within the pages. A telling reminder that not all female educators were overtly
promoting intellectual equality to the girls in their charge. (3543) $950

Juvenile literature urging girls to form friendships based on intellect and not vanity
5. [Sandham, Elizabeth] The Author of The Grandfather, Friendship, The Schoolfellows, &c.
&c.
Sketches of Young People; or, A Visit to Brighton.
London: Harvey & Darton, 1822. First edition. Contemporary
quarter roan over marbled boards, with title and price in gilt to
spine. All edges speckled blue. Some very gentle shelfwear to
extremities, but overall a surprisingly well preserved example
of this delicate book, measuring 90 x 140mm. Small
bookseller's tickets of Matthew Brooke to front and rear
pastedowns; later ownership signature of Katherine de Reeves
to front pastedown. Internally clean and unmarked, with some
offsetting from the frontis to the title. Collating vii, [1, blank],
180, [4, publisher's catalogue]: complete. Scarce institutionally
and in trade, OCLC reports 8 copies in U.S. libraries, with the
present being the only one on the market.
Prolific as a writer of juvenile fiction, Elizabeth Sandham
enters the genre of the imaginary travelogue to instruct her
audience of largely young female readers. Making their way for
a holiday in Brighton, companions Caroline and Harriet
navigate the dangers of "mean and selfish" women who
propose themselves as friends. Though Harriet is tempted
toward the finery and sophistication of Miss Dobson and Miss
Penton, Caroline's goodness guides her friend toward
recognizing and avoiding the "covetous" behaviors their
acquaintances encourage. Ultimately, Sandham's Sketches "are
intended to convince my readers of the advantages of a good
education" and the influence that true and kind friendships can
exert on character.
In urging women to educate themselves about the world, and in encouraging girls to connect with other
intelligent female characters, Sandham also carved out space for educated women's voices in her literary field.
Meanwhile her publishers were seeking to establish their own Quaker community as an important part of the
book world. The Quakers' classless, anti-hierarchical social structure made it possible as early as the 17th century
for Quaker women "to publish journals, testimonies, and spiritual biographies...that gave women first a public
voice and then a published identity and tradition" (Nussbaum). William Darton and Joseph Harvey harnessed
this, as did their heirs. As Quakers who were "the most important publisher of juvenile literature of the first
half of the nineteenth century, they promoted Quaker topics through his books' subjects, educational purpose,
and authorship by a stream of women who were also mostly Quakers... social ethics played a key role in [the
women's educational publishing] phenomenon of 1790-1828" (Spies-Gans). An important example of
intersectional promotion, as members of two communities marginalized for their sex or religion worked to
support each other's causes. (3853)
$1,500

Mamma's voice educates British Christian children into a sense of ownership over the past and future of Palestine
6.
Sargeant, Anne Maria.
Mamma's Lessons on the History and Geography of Palestine, and
Other Places Mentioned in the Bible: in Simple and Familiar
Conversation.
London: John Snow, [1849]. First edition. Original publisher's cloth
binding stamped in gilt, black and blind. Brown coated endpapers.
Spine sunned and extremities somewhat bumped and rubbed;
binding tight and square. Hinges repaired to front and rear.
Contemporary Valentine adhered to front pastedown. Internally
clean and unmarked. Measuring 130 x 105mm and collating [2], vi,
154: complete, with folding map to front and 25 engravings
throughout. A scarce educational work combining scripture with
geography and topography, OCLC reports copies at only 4 libraries
(1 of these in the U.S.). It is the only copy currently on the market.
Part religious, part imperialist, the present juvenile work exposes the
role women educational writers played in shaping the younger
generation's collective identity as British Christians in the Victorian
period. "In the Victorian era, the Holy Land drew British scholars,
archaeologists, explorers, cartographers, tourists, and missionaries.
Its importance to Britain became even more pronounced with the
opening of the Suez Canal late in the century, and the discovery of
oil in Iraq, piped from Mosul to the Mediterranean via Haifa" (Reuters). During this time, "British support for
an increased Jewish presence in Palestine, though idealistically embedded in 19th century evangelical Christian
feelings that the country should play a role in Christ's Second Coming, was primarily geopolitical...a result of
the 'Eastern Crisis' after Muhammad Ali occupied Syria and Palestine" (Lumen). Writers like Anne Maria
Sargeant were in a position to indoctrinate a rising generation of children, normalizing this blend and urging
them to see the expansion of British beliefs and global political power as their born duty and birthright. "This
little work is not only intended to give a brief history and geography of Palestine," opens Sargeant, "but to draw
the attention of the young reader to the narratives, miracles, parables, and prophecies of the holy Scriptures, to
which a great many references are made." Using familiar words, and by associating a far away place and culture
with British Christian beliefs, Sargeant, using the voice of Mamma and the Mother Land, encourages child
readers to gain a sense of
ownership over Palestine.
(4210) $1,250
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